
Rocket AS v6.3
Benefits of upgrading



What is Rocket AS?

 Rocket AS for IBM System z provides query, reporting, data visualization and rapid 

application development for System z data including DB2.  With a rich collection of 

commands and functions AS (Application System) also provides powerful data 

update, manipulation and discovery capabilities

 AS includes 3270 and PC based user interfaces for both the development and 

running of applications.  The extensive application development capabilities 

provided with the AS 4GL language enable the creation of world class System z 

applications that can be used by 3270 and Linux / Unix / Windows users alike

 Rocket AS is the authorized replacement product for users of IBM AS (program 

number 5648-092), and is fully compatible allowing IBM AS applications to be used 

on current levels of software and hardware
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How and where is AS used?

 AS has been helping companies around the world make better 

decisions for many years

 Analysing and reporting on all kinds of data

 Both ad-hoc and predefined 

 Creating and running enterprise applications

 In less time than it takes many other products to create a prototype

 AS is used across all industries around the globe
 Aerospace,  Distribution, Finance, Government, IT, Manufacturing, Medical, 

Retail, Telecoms, Transport, Utilities

 In 20+ countries
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Benefits of upgrading to AS v6.3

 Hundreds of enhancements not available in older releases

 Performance - AS Compiler etc

 Scalability - bigger tables, high precision arithmetic etc

 Usability – deploy your AS applications as Windows apps etc

 Productivity – Eclipse based IDE, language enhancements etc.

 Security – locking down your AS apps from unaudited usage

 Works with current levels of z/OS,  z/VM and DB2

 Integration and modernization

 AS apps working with other systems – PC, web and mainframe

 Fully supported with the benefits of world class support
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Business reasons for upgrading

 Company policy may require you to use supported levels of 

software on your IBM System z mainframe

 National or industry regulations may also require this

 You have end users not familiar with 3270 or z/OS and would 

prefer a Windows, Linux or web user interface for your AS 

applications

 Web-enable your AS apps for easy deployment to many users

 Original developers of your AS apps no longer work for you

 The Eclipse based PC development environment included in 

AS v6.3 will be familiar to your PC developers
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Financial reasons for upgrading

 Prevent or delay the need for a CPU upgrade

 With improved performance capabilities in the latest AS

 Productivity increased for your AS application developers and 

power users

 Quicker to develop and maintain AS applications

 No costly and time consuming rewriting of your AS apps

 Plus saving the need to retrain all your existing users

 License costs could be cheaper

 Get more, pay less and 

unlock the value in your AS system
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Technical reasons for upgrading

 Planning to upgrade the release of z/OS or z/VM you use

 Old AS releases have not been tested on recent z/OS releases

 Changes in z/OS 1.10 and z/OS 1.11 can cause AS problems

 Planning to upgrade to DB2 v8 or DB2 9 on z/OS

 Particularly important as changes in DB2 v8 and 9 

cause problems for older releases of AS

 The amount of data you process with AS is growing

 Beyond 64MB limit for AS table result in AS v5.1 and earlier

 Migration of AS apps to a distributed platform is intended

 Need to be running AS v6.3 before you can migrate an AS app to the 

planned multi-platform AS – Rocket.Ascent Server
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Technical reasons for upgrading (2)

 You need to reduce the time AS jobs take to run

 Process increased data volumes in available overnight time

 Calculations on bigger numbers needed

 High Precision Arithmetic functions allow 

calculations on numbers of up to 240 digits

 Secure your AS applications from unaudited usage

 Helps compliance with Sarbanes-Oxley etc.

 Quick and easy transfer of data to and from Excel etc

 By the AS user or your AS application
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 Native Java and .NET interfaces

 Integrate your AS apps with other applications and systems 

 Microsoft Office, Lotus Notes, WebSphere, XML etc

 Create a Web Service for you AS application

 Other integration interfaces available

 ActiveX control, ODBC driver, VBA, C, C++ etc

 Windows and Linux user interface to your AS apps

 Automatically for your AS applications

 Interactive visual dashboards and analytics

Integration and Modernization

WebSphere



Enhancements made to AS

 Hundreds of enhancements (500+)
 AS Compiler, Long Commands

 24 INCLUDE tables

 New Editor, AQUA

 DB2 long table/column names

 High Precision Arithmetic

 FTP transfer, AS ODBC driver

 Java and .NET interfaces

 Shuttle Web dashboards etc

 Eclipse based IDE - Ascent Developer 

 Use AS apps on PC or web – Ascent Viewer

 Rocket AS v6 is still backwards compatible with IBM AS v4
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Summary

 Many, many reasons for upgrading

 You can have an enhanced, faster, integrated 

and modernized system that is supported and allows 

you to do more in less time and save money

 Why would you not want to upgrade?

 It will blow you away!

 For further details see additional slides, plus web for:

 FAQs on upgrading

 Overview of the clients for Rocket AS

 Enhancements made to the AS language

 or email AS.Sales@RocketSoftware.com
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Additional Slides
Benefits of upgrading to Rocket AS v6.3



Ascent Developer Client (Windows / Linux)

 Highly customizable user 

interface for a layout and 

style that suits you

 Edit multiple procedures and 

data tables etc

 Significant productivity gains 

for AS developers and 

power users
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environment
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 World-class interactive visual dashboards and analytics

 Desktop (Windows/Linux workstation) and Web versions available

 Also built-on Eclipse - familiarity with Ascent Developer making them 

easier to learn and use

 Combine AS data with data 

from multiple heterogeneous 

data sources

 Graphical reporting

 Embed data visualizations 

within existing desktop or 

web applications

 Shuttle AS Edition is an optional add-on to AS v6.2 or later

Shuttle AS Edition



AS Client Connections

 For PC developers to create 

custom applications or services that 

use AS procedures or data

 Integrating your AS applications 

and data with your own systems

 Third-party software – Excel etc

 In-house applications written in 

Visual Basic, VBA, Java, C# etc

 Ascent Client is an example of what 

is possible using Client 

Connections
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AS Language Enhancements

 More than 100 AS language related enhancements

 User defined functions

 AS developers can create common user 

functions, improving the speed of development 

and making maintenance even easier

 Compiler for AS Procedure language

 Also for AS Report language

 24 INCLUDE tables

 Long Commands

 New functions for even faster DB2 data results

 Plus much, much more
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Why upgrade to v6.3?

WebSphere
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Why upgrade to v6.3?




